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Abstract

In zoology it is well known that birds are characterized by the presence of feathers, and mammals by hairs. Another common point of

view is that avian scales are directly related to reptilian scales. As a skin embryologist, I have been fascinated by the problem of

regionalization of skin appendages in amniotes throughout my scientific life. Here I have collected the arguments that result from

classical experimental embryology, from the modern molecular biology era, and from the recent discovery of new fossils. These

arguments shape my point of view that avian ectoderm is primarily programmed toward forming feathers, and mammalian ectoderm

toward forming hairs. The other ectoderm derivatives-scales in birds, glands in mammals, or cornea in both classes- can become

feathers or hairs through metaplastic process, and appear to have a negative regulatory mechanism over this basic program. How this

program is altered remains, in most part, to be determined. However, it is clear that the regulation of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway

is a critical hub. The level of beta-catenin is crucial for feather and hair formation, as its down regulation appears to be linked with

the formation of avian scales in chick, and cutaneous glands in mice. Furthermore, its inhibition leads to the formation of nude skin

and is required for that of corneal epithelium. Here I propose a new theory, to be further considered and tested when we will have

new information from the genomic. With this theory, I suggest that the alpha-keratinized hairs from living synapsids might have

evolved from the hypothetical glandular integument of the first amniotes, which might have presented similarities with common day

terrestrial amphibians. In concerning feathers, they might have evolved independently of squamate scales, each originating from the

hypothetical roughened beta-keratinized integument of the first sauropsids. The avian overlapping scales, which cover the feet of

some birds  species, might have developed later in evolution, being secondarily derived from feathers.’
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Introduction

The vertebrate integument, that is, the skin and cornea, is composed of a pluristratified epithelium overlying a mesenchyme. It forms

the external body envelope, which creates the boundary between the organism and its environment. In all living vertebrates, more exactly

at least from trout to human, specific types of alpha-keratins, K1 2/K10 and K3/K12, characterize the epidermis and corneal epithelium–
respectively, showing a strong homology in the different lineages ( ; ). Only the sauropsidsO Guin et al. 1987 ’ Chaloin-Dufau et al. 1993 

(birds and reptiles) possess an additional capacity for beta-keratin synthesis, an entirely different type of intermediate filaments, which

appear to result from a phylogenetic innovation that occurred after that of the alpha-keratins ( ). For convenience IGregg & Rogers, 1986 

will use reptile  to distinguish birds from other living sauropsids: crocodiles, turtles and lepidosaurs (snakes and lizards). In all amniotes,“ ”
the last supra-basal layers of the epidermis are cornified, meaning they are formed of dead cells filled entirely with alpha-keratin filaments

coated with specific amorphous proteins and lipids, providing a barrier to water loss. In a variety of living amphibians, like toads, a “
stratum corneum-like  layer exists, but it is only one to three cell depths, and nuclear remnants still persist ( ). In all” Spearman, 2005 

vertebrates, the corneal epithelium is un-cornified and is protected only by tears. Another main difference between the skin and the cornea,

in addition to the transparency of the latter, is the formation by the skin of cutaneous appendages, which are exclusively composed of

epidermal cells, and depend to a large extent upon dermal influences ( ; ; ). In amniotes, noDhouailly, 1977 Chuong, 1998 Millar, 2002 

other anatomical feature differentiates mammals, birds and reptiles from each other so readily as do hairs, feathers and scales. However,

each lineage displays various cutaneous appendages. In particular, birds exhibit scaled feet and mammals are not only characterized by

hairs, but also by the large number and diversification of their cutaneous glands. The question of the amniotes cutaneous appendages

evolutionary origins, as well as their diversity within one species, has long been of interest (among others: ; Rawles, 1963 Bereiter-Hahn et

; ; , ; ; ; ; al. 1986 Lucas & Stettenheim, 1972 Maderson, 1972 2003 Alibardi, 2003 Wu et al. 2004 Sawyer & Knapp, 2003 Prin &

). The common ancestor of amniotes might have presented both a glandular and a granulated integument , i.e. anDhouailly, 2004 “ ”
epidermis adorned with a variety of alpha-keratinized bumps, and thus might have presented similarities with the integument of common

day terrestrial amphibians. The amphibian skin is often defined by its glabrous and glandular nature. However it also can exhibit a variety

of warts  or horny cones ( ). While the glandular quality of the integument was retained and diversified in the“ ” Elias & Shappiro, 1957 

mammalian lineage, it was almost completely lost in the sauropsid lineage. The skin of living mammals, characterized by the mammary

gland, also displays sweat, scent and sebaceous glands. In contrast, common day birds possess only one integumentary gland, known as the
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uropygial gland, which produces an oily secretion used for coating the feathers ( ). Likewise, living reptilesLucas & Stettenheim, 1972 

present a few femoral or pre-cloacal glands, presumed to function in sexual attraction (among others: ; Antoniazzi et al.Maderson, 1972 

2005). Another noticeable difference between mammals and sauropsids is the keratin type of their hard keratinized structures. In

mammals, the formation of hairs, claws, nails, hoofs, and some horns involves the production of additional eight polypeptides of

cysteine-rich alpha-keratins (the hair keratins  which show a helical arrangement) and of their associated amorphous proteins (“ ” Langbein et

). In contrast, the formation of claws, scales and feathers in sauropsids is associated with a totally different type of keratinal. 2001 

polypeptides, arranged in pleated sheets, which are the beta-keratins ( ; ; ; Dhouailly et al. 1978 Gregg & Rogers, 1986 Gregg et al. 1984 

; ). However, although the claws of squamates are principally made of beta-keratins, recentSawyer et al. 2000 Alibardi & Sawyer, 2002 

results show that they can also contain a few cysteine-rich alpha-keratins, thus some hair-like proteins ( ).Eckhart et al. 2008 

The first cell biology research about the morphogenesis of cutaneous appendages in the seventies was related to cell interactions

between the two skin components, the dermis and the epidermis. Analyzing the results of heterospecific recombination between chick,

duck and mouse embryos, I was the first to pinpoint ( , , ) that a first inductive signal emanating from theDhouailly, 1973 1975 1977 

dermis (make an appendage) instructs the epidermis to form a thickening, the placode. As I report this signal had remained unchanged“
during the amniotes evolution, as it can be understood by an epidermis from a different class . Thirty years later, I now believe that the”
same system has been independently re-utilized several times during amniote evolution. I also showed that the placode, once formed,

signals back to the dermis to form a dermal condensation, and that the epidermis responds to the proliferation signal originating from the

dermal condensation, according to its genetic potential ( ; ). From this stage on, the dialogue that leads to theDhouailly, 1973 1975 

formation of cutaneous appendage architecture becomes incomprehensible between a dermis and an epidermis belonging to two different

lineages ( ), but it is still deciphered between two different species from the same lineage ( ). WhatDhouailly, 1975 Dhouailly, 1970 

become confused in the dialogue are not the words, i.e. the diffusible proteins that remains similar, but the building of the sentences.

Although the integument structures of birds and mammals, such as feet scales, feathers, hairs and glands are very different in shape, I

suggested as early as the seventies ( ; ) that they must speak a common language. Indeed, they share aDhouailly, 1977 Viallet et al. 1992 

number of common developmental pathways, such as the Shh, Bmps, Ectodysplasin, Wnts and Notch pathways (for a review: Chuong,

; ). The best example of this is that humans possessing the hypohydrotic syndrome, display mutations in different1998 Wu et al. 2004 

components of the ectodysplasin pathway, revealing defects not only in hairs, but also in sweat glands and teeth. Now, I include the cornea

as a special part of the integument. Its morphogenesis also involves at least the Wnt, BMP and Shh pathways ( ; Gould et al. 2004 

).Mukhopadhyay et al. 2006 

A point that I did not understood at all in the seventies, and which I have now a suggestion for, is the fact that while a lizard epidermis

is able to respond to part of the first signal that originates from a chick or mouse dermis, forming protruding scale buds, the reverse is not

true. The shape and size of the scale buds formed by the lizard epidermis are determined by the regional origin of the chick or mouse

dermis, whereas when a chick or a mouse epidermis is recombined with a lizard dermis, it remains flat, i.e. of the inter-follicular type .“ ”
Heterotopic homospecific dermal/epidermal recombination showed that the lizard dermis is endowed with regional information, i.e.

ventral or dorsal, leading to rounded or rectangular scale shape ( ). However it might lack, or express at a too low level, theDhouailly, 1975 

main pathway, which appears to have been independently utilized twice during amniote evolution, in the mammalian and avian lineages.

This pathway allows the formation of long protruding cutaneous appendages, hair or feather, and thus appears to be linked, probably

secondarily, to the independent acquisition of endothermy in both lineages. This dermal signal, belonging to the Wnt family (among

others: ; ; ; ), activates not only the formation of placodes, but alsoChodankar et. 2003 Gat et al. 1998 N hri et al. 2008 ä Pearton et al. 2005 

the start of their differentiation. In fact, in chick/mouse dermal/epidermal recombinants, the placodes either gave rise to protruding feather

buds with aberrant barb ridges, or to downward growths that form the hair pegs, depending on the lineage origin of the epidermis (

).Dhouailly, 1973 

It should be noted that the fossil record is biased toward large animals, as only a small percentage of small animals are represented.

Furthermore, there are even fewer deposits that preserve mammalian hairs ( ), than preserve avian feathered or scaledMeng & Wyss, 1997 

integument. This is even true with the fine sandstones of the Liaoning province of China. When the amniote ancestors started to live

exclusively on land in the late Carboniferous, they derived from a group of basal amphibiotic tetrapods, and it is plausible that they

evolved a skin barrier similar to that of modern toads to prevent desiccation. With time, two amniotes lineages became distinct, the

synapsids, from which modern mammals are derived, and the sauropsids, which regroup lepidosaurs (lizards and snakes), archosaurs

(crocodiles and birds, the only living representatives of a lineage also represented by extinct dinosaurs) and testudines (turtles). While

lepidosaurs and archosaurs are diapsids, the chelonian are anapsids, and their relationships with regard to the other sauropsids are still

debated. They could be the most primitive group of sauropsids, or reversely their absence of temporal fenestra could be secondarily

derived.

The important point in what concerns the tetrapod s integument evolution is that synapsids separated from the amniote tree before the’
innovation of beta-keratin, but, to my knowledge, their first known specimens do not display a preserved integument. A long held view is

that feathers and hairs have been suggested to evolve from the epidermal overlapping scales of a common tetrapod ancestor of sauropsids

and mammals ( ; ). A correlated view is that avian scales are directly related to reptilian scales (amongMaderson, 1972 Sharpe, 2001 
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others: Bornstein, 1911, cited in ; ). The recent discovery of many intermediate formsLucas & Stettenheim, 1972 Alibardi & Sawyer, 2002 

of theropods and even of non-theropods dinosaurs exhibiting feather-like appendages in the Liaoning province of China has introduced

new insights into the evolution of feathers ( ; ; ; ; Chuong & Homberger, 2003 Hou et al. 2003 Prum & Williamson, 2001 Brush 2000 

). These specimens show the progressive complexity from tubular proto-feathers to feathers, but they are not a proof of a Prum, 2005 “
reptilian  overlapping scale origin. The origin of hair is poorly understood, but if its initial function was sensory, it is likely that vibrissae”
might have appeared long before an insulating pelage evolved ( ). No intermediate form has ever been found betweenMaderson, 2003 

scales and hairs, resulting in only a few proposals of how mammalian hairs might have evolved from scales. These proposals were based

on the development of sensory bristles in the hinge scale region of reptiles ( ), or on the topology of hair-type keratins inMaderson, 1972 

different types of tongue papillae ( ). Recently ( ), it was proposed that hair evolved fromDhouailly & Sun, 1989 Eckhart et al. 2008 

reptilian claws, based on the finding of alpha hair-like proteins in these mostly beta-keratinized structures. However, these data do not

prove that an evolutionary link between hair and reptilian claw exists. Cysteine-rich alpha-keratins are not restricted to mammals, meaning

that the evolution of hair involved the co-option of pre-existing proteins, which might have been present in a basal amniote, i.e. a common

ancestor of mammals and sauropsids. Less classically, hairs also have been proposed to originate from the innervated conical keratinized

structures of basal amphibians ( ), or from a component of a sebaceous gland apparatus ( ).Elias & Bortner, 1957 Stenn et al. 2007 

Here I will defend two views that oppose the classical ones: both hairs and feathers do not derive from reptilian overlapping scales,

and feathers are the origin for avian scales, scuta and reticula. My arguments are shaped by several experimental results from different

laboratories of developmental biology. Thus they arise from the part of science that I know best: the embryogenesis of the integument of

common day amniotes. In what is to follow, I will first discuss the conditions required by the ectoderm and its underlying mesenchyme to

form an integument. Then I will outline how a shared similar stage of placode formation is reached in the formation of avian scales,

feathers, and hairs, with the exception of reptilian scales. Finally, I will highlight the parallels between the regulation of the implicated

pathways in birds (feathers versus scales) and in mammals (hair versus glands). Several experimental results show that avian ectoderm is

primarily programmed toward forming feathers, and mammalian ectoderm toward forming hairs. The other ectoderm derivatives, scales in

birds, glands in mammals, or cornea in both lineages, appear to require a negative regulatory mechanism of this basic genetic program.

Early morphogenesis of the integument

The early morphogenesis of avian and mammalian integument implicates the formation of a dense dermis, followed by that of

placodes overlying dermal condensations, in contrast to squamate skin. The first and most crucial step in integument morphogenesis is the

formation of a dense dermis. Two main types of dermis are present in birds and mammals at the onset of skin morphogenesis: a superficial

dense dermis (overlying a deep sparse dermis) characteristic of future feather or hair fields, versus a superficial loose dermis, in future bare

skin regions. The origin of the dorsal dermis from the somite dermomyotome has been traced in birds by chick/quail chimerae (

) and in mice by mouse/chick chimerae ( ). A wave of expression correlatesOlivera-Martinez et al. 2000 Houzelstein et al. 2000 Dermo1 

with the wave of dense dermis formation: in a medial-lateral wave from day 4.5 of incubation in chicks, and reversely in a lateral-medial

wave from 12 days of gestation in mice ( ). When the dense dermis formation is prevented, as in the chickOlivera-Martinez et al. 2004a 

Ottawa naked mutant, the embryos develop a few feathers, but for the most part are totally naked ( ), in contrast with the wildFig. 1A, A  ′
type embryo ( ). Reversely, the experimental expression of in chick embryos ( ) is sufficient enoughFig. 1B, B  ′ Dermo-1 Hornik et al. 2005 

to induce a dense dermis formation and the subsequent cutaneous appendage morphogenesis. The next visible step of skin differentiation

has been well studied, mostly in birds. It consists first of the appearance of placodes within the epidermis, followed by the formation of

dermal condensations ( ). The ubiquitous dermal signal, which provokes the placode formation, is composed of at least oneDhouailly, 1984 

Wnt, as shown by several studies (among others: ; ; ; ; Gat et al. 1998 Noramly et al. 1999 Widelitz et al. 2000 Chodankar et al. 2003 

; ). The next step, i.e. the placode formation, common to sweat gland, hair, feather, avian scale, andPearton et al. 2005 N hri et al. 2008 ä
tooth, implicates the ectodysplasin signaling ( ). The placode individualization is followed by the redistribution ofMikola & Thesleff, 2003 

cells of the dense superficial dermis to form a regular array of local condensations under the placodes, which are separated by a loose

inter-follicular dermis ( ). Such a re-distribution is enhanced by BMP7 and FGF4 from the placodal epidermis andMichon et al. 2007 

arrested by BMP2 ( ). In chicks, the formation of rectangular overlapping scales or scuta, which cover theMichon et al. 2008 

tarsometatarsus and dorsal face of the digits, involves the association of a placode with a dermal condensation ( , ; Sawyer, 1972 1983 

). This is not the case with the morphogenesis of the small tuberculate scales or reticula of the chick foot pads (Dhouailly, 1984 Sawyer,

, ; ). In mammals, the hair placodes are also associated with dermal condensations, and the same1972 1983 Prin & Dhouailly, 2004 

signaling pathways have been implicated (for a review: ; ).Millar et al. 2002 Botchkarev & Paus, 2003 

The morphogenesis of the scaled integument of reptiles is less well known than that of avian or mammalian skin. In contrast to the

latter two, the first steps of reptilian integument morphogenesis are uncommon ( , ; Maderson, 1965 Dhouailly, 1975 Maderson & Sawyer,

; ). While the earliest stages of epidermal differentiation resemble those reported for other amniotes,1979 Dhouailly & Maderson, 1984 

precocious deposit of dermal collagen fibrils resembles more closely that of anamniotes, like zebrafish (Le Guellec et al. 2004).

Furthermore, when scale anlagen first appear in a lizard embryo, they consist of symmetrical elevations of the entire skin, with the
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epidermis exhibiting the same thickness everywhere. Therefore, there are no distinct epidermal placodes and no dermal condensations in

lizard scale formation. Regularly spaced, potentially contractile units appear to join the epidermis to the deep layer of the dermis, and form

the frontier between adjacent scales ( ).Dhouailly & Maderson, 1984 

The amnion in birds and mammals: a potential feathered or hairy skin

The amnion, which characterizes the amniotes, has a simple structure: a unistratified ectoderm overlying a unicellular stratum of

somatopleural fibroblasts. Almost forty years ago, recombination experiments showed that another extra embryonic ectoderm, i.e. the

chick chorionic epithelium, is able to undergo complete feather morphogenesis in response to an embryonic chick back dermis (Kato, 1969

). Likewise, more recently we showed that mouse amnion ectoderm is able to form hairs under direct dermal influence (Fliniaux et al.

).2004b 

More interestingly, we demonstrated an autonomous transformation of the chick ( ) or mouse (Fliniaux et al. 2004a Fliniaux et al.

) amnion into a typical skin with feathers or hairs respectively ( ). In these two species, such a metaplasia requires the2004b Fig. 1C, D 

same molecular influences: Noggin, which is needed to counter the BMP4 pathway in the ectoderm, and Shh responsible for stimulating

the proliferation of the somatopleural mesoderm. Both effects combine to lead to the creation of a true skin with its respective appendages:

feathers or hairs. To obtain these results, we grafted aggregates of cells engineered to produce diffusible Noggin or Shh factors within the

amnion. By following sequentially what happens in grafted chick embryos, we showed that host somatopleural mesoderm cells are induced

by the grafted cells during a short time window to become a feather-forming dermis. These grafted cells are subsequently dragged distally

from the induced skin by the movements and growth of the amnion. Thus, both in birds and in mammals, the activation of ectoderm and

mesoderm cells leads to the formation of the most complicated skin appendages: feather and hair. We never observed the formation of

simple scales in the case of chicks, or of simple glands in the case of mice. Thus in my point of view, avian ectoderm and mammalian

ectoderm are genetically programmed to build feathers or hairs respectively. The formation of other skin appendages, such as foot scales in

birds, glands in mammals, or cornea in both lineages might require a negative regulation of this basic program.

Diversity of integument appendages
Feathers versus scutate scales morphogenesis

Although feathers cover the majority of the body, most common day bird s posses scaled tarsometatarsi and toes, whereas some’
species, such as the owls, have the upper side of their feet entirely covered with contour and downy feathers. However, in all cases, the

plantar face of avian feet is covered with tuberculate scales. Mary Rawles was right (1963): the best model to study regional skin variation

during skin morphogenesis is the chick embryo. Not only their shape, but also the set of keratins of each appendage type are different (

; ; ). The feather is the most complex cutaneous appendage yet to be producedDhouailly et al. 1978 Gregg & Rogers, 1986 Sawyer, 1983 

during evolution. The teleoptile or adult feathers are of several types, including remiges, rectrices, contour and downy feathers (Lucas &

). A remige, or flight feather, is bilaterally asymmetric and composed of a calamus, bearing a rachis, itself bearingStettenheim, 1972 

barbs, themselves bearing barbules, of which the hooks interlock, forming a feather vane. Down feathers are radially symmetric, the barbs

being directly attached to the calamus. The neoptile (neonatal) feather is downy, but can be radially symmetric, or bilaterally asymmetric,

possessing or not a rachis, and presenting ten or twenty barbs, all depending on the dermal species, chick or duck ( ).Dhouailly, 1970 

In the chick embryo, the future feather first appears on the back as a round primordium, composed of a placode overlying a dermal

condensation by day 7. Primordia are separated by an inter-follicular skin and form a regular hexagonal pattern. After chick feather bud

protrudes by day 7.5, it elongates into a tubular structure, called the feather filament. By day 14 of incubation, the base of the feather

filament invaginates into the dermis to form the feather follicle, which houses the epidermal stem cells ( ), which in turnYue et al. 2005 

will give rise to the successive feather generations. The epidermal wall of the feather filament forms a number of barb ridges and is

radially or bilaterally symmetric in conformity with the origin of the dermis ( ). Recently, two laboratories (Dhouailly, 1970 Yu et al. 2002 

; ) were able to manipulate the number and size of the feather barbs and rachis by playing with BMP and Shh. TheyHarris et al. 2002 

demonstrated that this molecular module is used at different steps of feather morphogenesis, from the placode to barbule morphogenesis,

building an increasingly complicated structure: the feather. The epidermis or wall of the feather filament comprises three layers. The

intermediate layer gives rise to the feather proper, i.e. calamus, rachis, barbs and barbules, and express four main beta-keratins

polypeptides about 14 16 kD. In contrast, the outer and inner layers express only alpha-keratins, and disintegrate by hatching, to let the–
neoptile down feather pop out.

In the chick, three main types of scales can be distinguished: large, oblong overlapping scales or scuta cover the dorsal surface of the

tarsometatarsus and digits; smaller oblong overlapping scales or scutella cover the ventral face of the tarsometatarsus; and small, rounded,

non-overlapping scales or reticula cover the plantar surface ( ). The first indication of scuta development isLucas and Stettenheim, 1972 

the appearance of three placodes by day 10 at the level of the distal epiphysis of the tarsometatarsus ( ). The scuta and theSawyer, 1983 

scutella correspond only to the outer epidermis, which expresses both alpha and two major beta-keratins polypeptides about 18 19 kD,–
while the hinge or articulate region is an inter-appendage epidermis, similar to the inter-feather alpha-keratinized epidermis (O Guin &’
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). The tuberculate scales or reticula which cover the plantar surface are made only of alpha-keratins, with the exception ofSawyer, 1982 

their transient embryonic peridermal layer, which is composed of beta-keratins ( ). The overlapping of the scuta is sustainedSawyer, 1983 

by a discrete dermal condensation ( ; ), while the non-overlapping reticula do not display such a specializedSawyer, 1983 Dhouailly, 1984 

structure of the dermis ( ).Sawyer, 1983 

Primary experiments in chicks ( ) have shown that the regional characteristics within future skin regions of theSaunders et al. 1959 

hindlimb are established early during embryogenesis, between 2 and 4 days of incubation. Recent experiments showed that the over

expression of induces the formation of a dense dermis, followed by the formation of feathers in apteric regions, of supernumeraryDermo-1 

feathers in pterylae, and of supernumerary scuta in the hindlimb ( ). Consequently, the epidermal potentiality is differentHornik et al. 2005 

in apteric and feathered regions from the epidermal ability in scaled regions. In Scaleless chick mutant embryos, the dense dermis forms (

; ), and the skin is endowed with regional characteristics, as revealed by the experience with FGF2Viallet et al. 1998 Widelitz et al. 2000 

beads ( . E H) ( ). While the Hox code may be involved in determining regional specificity in skin (Fig 1 – Dhouailly et al. 1998 Chuong et

, ), by specifying the regional identity of dermal and epidermal progenitors, the following mechanisms, whichal. 1990 Kanzler et al. 1997 

allow for the competence of the epidermis, appear to be much more complex, especially for the formation of simple scales.

The scuta-feather metaplasia has been easily obtained in several types of experiments ( ; ; Dhouailly et al. 1980 Widelitz et al. 2000 

; ). Most of the time, the formation of the feathers, made of feather-type keratins (Dhouailly,Zou & Niswander, 1996 Tanaka et al. 1987 

unpublished data), do not render the scales unidentifiable, and are formed by continuous growth at the scale tip ( ). This canFig. 3B and D 

occur in nature as shown by several cases of mutation in poultry ( ). Ptilopodia, a condition in which one or more rows ofSomes, 1990 

feathers replace the scuta, or are carried by them along the fourth tarsometatarsus and digit IV, is characteristic of several breeds of

chicken. In the case of the Peking Bantam breed, the first teleoptile feathers appear simultaneously on the wings and the feet, and are

similar in morphology (remex-type) and outgrowth, when chickens are raised with care ( ). The wonderful discovery of fourFig. 2, A 

winged dinosaurs ( ) ( ) might contribute to the hypothesis that the feet of the ancestors of common day birds wereXu et al. 2003 Fig. 2, B 

almost entirely covered with feathers.

Taking together different experimental results that led to the scuta-feather metaplasia, I suggest the following scenario in concerning

the abilities of the anterior chick foot skin to form cutaneous appendages. The ability to form the overlapping oblong scuta is acquired by

the mesenchymal cells by day 4 of incubation, at the time of limb bud formation ( ). This mesenchyme then provokesSaunders et al. 1959 

in its overlying epidermis a shortening of the basic feather program. By 6 7 days, the treatment with BrdU, which is endowed with–
mutagenic activity (Maeir et al. 1988), can erase (the mechanism remaining unknown) this restriction and lead to the formation of feathers

instead of scuta ( ). By 8.5 days of incubation, the wild type tarsometatarsal dermis is endowed with a declining abilityTanaka et al. 1987 

to inhibit the feather program of its associated epidermis, as shown by the recombination of a wild type dermis with a Peking Bantam

epidermis ( ). By 10 days, the wild type tarsometatarsal dermis, which has completely lost this ability, is able toPrin & Dhouailly, 2004 

induce the formation of feathers in back epidermis ( ). When chick embryos are treated by retinoic acid at 10 days, theRawles, 1963 

competence of the tarsometatarsal epidermis is modified: feathered scales were obtained in the recombinants of treated epidermis and

un-treated dermis, while the reverse recombinants formed only scales ( ). By 12 days, the scuta are formed in un-treatedCadi et al. 1983 

embryos, and their dermis is endowed with the second message , that triggers the beta-keratinization of cells ( ; “ ” Dhouailly, 1977 Dhouailly

; ).et al. 1978 Dhouailly & Sawyer, 1984 

This interpretation creates understanding about why the complex formation of feathers at the tip of scuta is so easy to obtain in

different types of experiments. At different steps of hindlimb skin morphogenesis, different pathways might be up regulated during the

experimental conversion of avian scuta into feathers. Such a hypothesis was confirmed by different experiments. Shh expression in the

epidermis is known to occur at the time of primordia formation, and at decreasing levels in feather, scuta and reticula morphogenesis.

Now, the scuta-feather metaplasia induced by the treatment with retinoic acid appears to result from an enhancement of Shh expression (

) ( ), which, by triggering cell proliferation, allows the outgrowth of the tips of scutate scales intoFig. 3A B  – ′ Prin & Dhouailly, 2004 

feathers. The dermal condensation is less developed in scuta than in feather morphogenesis ( ; ). RecentSawyer, 1983 Dhouailly, 1984 

experiments in my group ( ) show that the BMP7 and BMP2 play opposite roles, positive and negative respectively, inMichon et al. 2008 

the formation of the dermal condensation in chick embryos. Now, by using a dominant negative type I BMP receptor, the growth of

feathers on scuta has been obtained ( ). As this receptor specifically binds BMP2 and has a low affinity for BMP7,Zou & Niswander, 1996 

we can presume that the formation of the dermal scale condensation was not restricted. Nevertheless, the most interesting results concern

the regulation of the beta-catenin pathway, which is implicated at the first step of cutaneous appendage formation, and leads to the

formation of placodes. Forced expression of stabilized beta catenin, which transduced from the replication competent avian sarcoma virus–
(RCAS), caused the formation of supplementary feathers in feather fields ( ) ( ), as well as the scuta-featherFig. 3C Noramly et al. 1999 

metaplasia ( ) ( ). Thus, I agree entirely with a previous proposal ( ), according to which, theWidelitz et al. 2000 Fig. 3D Widelitz et al. 2000 

beta-catenin level in the epidermis might be linked with the different types of epithelial outgrowth, scuta or feather development.

Moreover, it might be a link between the Hox code in the hindlimb and the down regulation of the beta-catenin in this region.
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Whereas the scuta-feather metaplasia happens in nature through mutation, and is very easily obtained in various experimental

conditions, the reverse, the feather-scuta metaplasia, has never occurred naturally or been obtained experimentally. Only scale-like

structures, not true scales, which are made of keratin polypeptides specific to the feather-type, can result from fusion of arrested buds after

retinoic acid treatment ( ) or by Shh signaling inhibition ( ).Kanzler et al. 1997 Prin & Dhouailly, 2004 

Feathers and scutate scales of living birds express their unique pattern of beta-keratins, about 15 and 18 kD respectively. The classical

view on evolution of feather beta-keratins, -that they originated by the deletion of a repeat region from avian scale beta-keratins (Gregg et

)-, is challenged by recent results from Alibardi laboratory ( ). Comparing juvenile crocodilian beta-keratins withal. 1984 Valle et al. 2008 

squamate and avian beta-keratins, they propose, in contrast with the classical view, that the beta-keratins of avian scale are in fact derived

from the feather beta-keratins.

Finally, the avian scutate (and scutellate scales) which cover the tarsometatarsus and the dorsal face of the foot digit, might have

appeared secondarily, after feather innovation, and in only some species lineages. In contrast, all living birds possess small tuberculate

scales, or reticula, on their plantar surface. The avian plantar skin bears some resemblance to the hypothetic granulated skin of the

sauropsidan ancestors, and their reptilian  nature has been suspected ( ), but what can be presumed from their embryonic“ ” Brush, 2000 

morphogenesis and keratin differentiation?

Feathers and scutate scales versus plantar reticula morphogenesis

The reticula, which cover the avian foot plantar surface, are very different from the scutate scales. Their formation does not involve a

placode, or a dermal condensation, and they are only made of alpha-keratins, except for their peridermal layer, which does not persist to

adulthood ( ). They appear first by day 11 in the centre of the chick embryo foot pad as symmetrical roundish bumps (Sawyer, 1983 

). Reticula-feather metaplasia never occurs in nature, which is easily understood, as it would prevent walking,Dhouailly et al. 1980 

climbing and perching.

The scuta-reticula metaplasia has been obtained by RCAS- infection of the dorsal hindlimb ectoderm that converts it to amEngrailed1 

ventral ectoderm ( ). This experiment led to the formation of reticula or even of glabrous (nude) skin on the dorsal surfacePrin et al. 2004 

of the feet ( ). Hetero-infected dermal/epidermal recombinants showed that only the competence of the epidermis was modified byFig. 4A 

the expression of ( ). The prevention of the outgrowth and bending of scuta appears to be followed by the absence of theEn-1 Fig. 4B, C 

expression of beta-keratins in its epidermal layers. Furthermore, dermal/epidermal recombination experiments involving a wild-type

plantar dermis ( ) showed that this dermis is endowed with the ability to induce reticula, scuta, or feathers, depending on theFig. 4D F  – ′
origin of the epidermis it is associated with: plantar, tarsometatarsal, or apteric respectively ( ). Whilst the featherPrin & Dhouailly, 2004 

program is completely available in the epidermis from feathered or apteric regions as well as in the ectoderm of extra-embryonic area, it

appears to be down regulated in scutate epidermis, and entirely inhibited in plantar epidermis. More precisely, in the case of plantar skin,

the inhibition of feather formation is mediated by the epidermal expression of , which down regulates expression, and preventsEn-1 Shh 

that of ( ). The plantar epidermis does not form placodes and is unable to trigger the formation of dermalWnt7a Prin et al. 2004 

condensations, which are required for the next step of cutaneous appendage morphogenesis. In contrast, the dermis of the chick plantar

region is able to trigger a complete feather morphogenesis in an apteric epidermis, the later being endowed with an intact cutaneous

appendage program ( ). It should be noted that the same epidermal molecular mechanism prevents hair formation on thePrin et al. 2004 

mammalian plantar surface ( ).Loomis et al. 1996 

Chuong s, as well as Niswander s group ( ; ) did not obtain reticula-feather metaplasia,’ ’ Widelitz et al. 2000 Zou & Niswander, 1996 

only scuta-feather metaplasia. Their experiments, playing with catenin or with the BMP type I receptor, resulted in enhancingβ–
respectively the placodal or dermal condensation abilities of the scutate scales to the point of feather level. However, those experiments

did not alter the inhibition factor of the plantar epidermis. The reticula-feather metaplasia has been obtained experimentally only once, by

retinoic acid treatment during the appearance of reticula buds ( ). By repeating daily the retinoic acid treatment fromDhouailly et al. 1980 

day 10 to 12, it is possible to transform all the reticula, which appear sequentially, into feathers. The explanation is that retinoic acid

treatment, which enhances Shh expression in the epidermis, leads to the formation of feathers on reticula, bypassing the earlier ectoderm

down-regulation of Shh by ( ). Finally, reticula are not true cutaneous appendages, and appear to be feathersEn-1 Prin & Dhouailly, 2004 

arrested in the initiation step of their morphogenesis: formation of a slight bump, without a placode.

Hair versus gland morphogenesis

There are various types of hairs, such as sensory hairs or vibrissae, and two major types of hair pelage: primary hairs, or guards hairs,

and secondary hairs. The secondary hairs are comprised of three different types of hairs: auchene, zigzag and awl. The first steps of hair

morphogenesis are similar to those of feather morphogenesis: formation of a placode and a dermal condensation, but after this their

morphogenesis differs. The epidermal placode growths downward to form the hair peg, which then circumvallates the dermal condensation

that becomes the dermal papilla. Hair morphogenesis is less complicated than feather morphogenesis. A single fiber or hair shaft is
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produced by the hair follicle, which can be compared to the barb, which is the basic element of the feather. The bottom portion of the hair

peg forms the hair matrix, which is overlaid by the first conical inner root sheath. The concomitant outgrowth of the hair shaft and the

inner root sheath push away the apoptotic cells of the center of the upper portion of the hair peg, leaving room for the hair canal

(Dhouailly, unpublished data), while the peripheral portion becomes the outer root sheath. The upper portion of the outer root sheath

harbors the stem cells ( ), which give rise to successive hair generations. The gland morphogenesis starts either by anCotsarelis et al. 1990 

isolated placode, followed by a growth downwards in the dermis, or by a budding of the lateral wall of the hair peg. The gland lumen

forms secondarily. The majority of mammals, like mice, has glabrous foot pads with well developed and isolated sweat gland, while a

smaller collection, including rabbits, have plantar hairy skin. Sebaceous glands are usually associated with hair follicles, forming a

pilo-sebaceous unit, with which a sweat gland is often associated, depending on the species. In monotremes, hair follicles are associated

with mammary glands, forming a lactating patch. This association is transiently retained during mammary gland embryonic development

in marsupials ( ): the early development of didelphid mammary gland resembles that of adult monotremes, whereas, duringLong, 1969 

later development, there is a nipple eversion, and degeneration of the associated hair follicles.

Thus, a basic question arises as far as the mammalian integument is concerned: at what point does cutaneous gland development

diverge from that of the hair follicle program? Although the same pathway families that are present during skin morphogenesis in birds

have been implicated in mammals (for a review: ; ), some pathways differences exist, evenMillar et al. 2002 Botchkarev & Paus, 2003 

within the different types of pelage hairs. In Noggin knockout mice, only the primary hair follicles form (among others: Botchkarev et al.

; ). Reversely, defects in Ectodysplasin (like in Tabby mice) cause a complete lack of the first developing hair2002 Plikus et al. 2004 

follicles (among others: ). Human and mice with defects in different components of the ectodysplasin pathway failLaurikkala et al. 2002 

not only to develop primary hair follicles, but also sweat glands, and display teeth defects ( ). Retinoic acidMikkola & Thesleff, 2003 

treatment, which provokes feather formation on the tip of chicken scales, also has marked effects on mouse upper-lip morphogenesis,

leading to the development of glomerular glands instead of hair vibrissa follicles; however it does not change the hair pelage

developmental program ( ). Treatment with a retinoic acid receptor pan agonist induces not only a hairHardy & Bellows, 1978 

vibrissa-glomerular gland metaplasia, but also a sebaceous gland hypertrophy ( ). Dermal/epidermal heterotopicBlanchet et al. 1998 

recombinants between upper-lip and dorsal skin, of which only one component was treated with retinoic acid, showed that the inducing

capacities of the dermis to form a dermal condensation are altered. Moreover, only the explants involving an upper-lip epidermis form

glands ( ). Thus, the competence of the snout epidermis is different than that of the remaining body epidermis,Viallet & Dhouailly, 1994 

but its molecular basis remains totally unknown. Some explanation should come from the knowledge of pathway differences between

vibrissae and hair pelage follicles during their morphogenesis.

Like in birds, the dorsal/ventral orientation of the limb bud depends on expression in the ventral ectoderm. In mice, theEngrailed-1 

expression of in the presumptive palmar/plantar ectoderm is required for eccrine gland development ( ): the loss ofEn-1 Loomis et al. 1996 

expression in the palmar/plantar ectoderm causes a sweat gland-hair metaplasia. A sweat gland-hair metaplasia occurs in two otherEn-1 

experiments: 1-when , a BMP antagonist, is over expressed in the plantar epidermis ( ) ( ), or 2-whenNoggin Fig. 5A, B Plikus et al. 2004 

beta-catenin is over expressed in mouse embryo epidermis ( ) ( ). Likewise, recent experiments (Fig. 5D, D  ′ N hri et al. 2008 ä Mayer et al.

) showed the conversion of the mammary gland nipple into hair-bearing skin by lowering BMP activity. Beta-catenin is the major2008 

factor in the initiation of feather morphogenesis ( . ) and plays a similar role during mammalianNoramly et al. 1999 Widelitz et al. 2000 

skin morphogenesis, for both adult ( ), and embryo ( ). The laboratory of I. Thesleff recently showed thatGat et al. 1998 N hri et al. 2008 ä
the expression of stabilized beta-catenin results in accelerated and supplementary formation of hair placodes in the hairy and glabrous

fields in transgenic mice embryo ( ), as well as the abutting of hair pegs. Reversely, mice whose Wnt/beta-catenin pathways areFig 5B C  – ′
inhibited do not form mammary glands, hairs or teeth ( ; ; for a review on mammary gland, see Andl et al. 2002 van Genderen et al. 1994 

).Velmatt et al. 2003 

Thus, similarly to what happens in birds ( ) the level of beta-catenin in the epidermis might be linked with theWidelitz et al. 2000 

different types of epithelial outgrowth, cutaneous glands or hairs, as well as with the different pathways that are involved: for example,

Shh for hairs, and Ihh for sebaceous glands ( ). In the same way, when Wnt signaling is inhibited by ablation of theNiemann et al. 2003 

beta-catenin gene or by expressing an N-terminally truncated Lef-1 transgene that lacks the beta-catenin binding site, hair follicles are

converted into cysts with associated sebocytes (Niemann & Watts, 2002). In reverse, short term, low level beta-catenin activation

stimulates de novo hair follicle formation from sebaceous glands ( ). Furthermore, studies of epidermal stem cellsSilva-Vargas et al. 2005 

differentiation showed that the level of beta-catenin controls their lineage, i.e. hair keratinocytes or sebocytes ( ; Merrill et al. 2001 

). It can be postulated that an absence of the beta-catenin pathway activation can lead to the formation ofHuelsken et al. 2001 

interfollicular skin, i.e. an epidermis deprived of cutaneous appendages. Now, I will discuss the question about a possible inhibition of the

Wnt/beta-catenin pathway during cornea morphogenesis, which is deprived of cutaneous appendages.

Hair versus corneal epithelium morphogenesis

Corneal epithelium specification is unique and still currently under investigation in my group. It depends of an early induction by the

neuroderm, followed by a negative regulation (our unpublished data). This epithelium is characterized by the expression of Pax6, the eye
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master gene, and by a pair of keratins, K12/K3. Our primary results showed that in mammals the embryonic ( ), andFerraris et al. 1994 

even the adult ( ) corneal epithelium is able to give rise to hairs and interfollicular epidermis under the influence ofFerraris et al. 2000 

signals from an embryonic dermis. We then showed that committed basal cells of the adult rabbit corneal epithelium ( ) undergo aFig. 6A 

multistep process of dedifferentiation, followed by a transdifferentiation under the control of Wnt signals from an associated embryonic

mouse dorsal dermis ( ). After a few days of recombination, there is a strong increase in the level of non-membranePearton et al. 2005 

associated beta-catenin proteins in the cells of the lowest layer of the recombined epithelium ( ). Within a week, the first hair pegsFig. 6B 

are visible as projections into the mouse dermis of basal rabbit cells, which no longer express Pax6 and keratins K12/K3 ( ). AsFig. 6C D –
the hair follicles develop, they start to differentiate their various components. By 2/3 weeks, islands of keratin K10, which is specific of the

epidermal program, are detected at the junction of the newly formed hair follicles and the epithelium ( ). These cells appear toFig. 6E 

migrate from the hair follicles and displace what remains of corneal epithelium. The new interfollicular epidermis that forms thus proceeds

through the intermediary step of hair follicle formation, with its attendant stem cells ( ). In the same way, a completePearton et al. 2005 

transformation of the cornea into skin with developed hair follicles ( ) has been obtained in Dkk2 knockout mice (Fig. 6, F G  – ′
). It is well known that the Dickkopf family regulates Wnt pathways by interacting with the Wnt co-receptorMukopadwhyay et al. 2006 

LRP5/6. Therefore, one of the requirements for cornea morphogenesis is the expression of Dkk2 to counteract that of Wnt, in order to

block the beta-catenin pathway, and the subsequent formation of an epidermis with appendages.

A new hypothesis for avian scale, feather and hair origins

A main difference exists during morphogenesis of scales, in lepidosaurs ( ), and in crocodilians (AlibardiDhouailly &Maderson, 1984 

& Thompson, 2001), and of avian scuta, feathers or hairs: the individualization only in the latter three of a placode, followed by the

formation of a dermal papilla. The appearance of those two structures is linked to the initiation, and the long phase of outgrowth especially

of feathers and hairs, which both depend on a high expression of the Wnt canonical pathway. This occurrence might have happened

independently at least twice during evolution of tetrapods, using the same molecular pathways: Wnts first, then beta-catenin, and followed

by Eda/Edar, Bmps, Shh, and Notch. This has been a re-utilization of a successful system, which might date back to early Ordovician

aquatic vertebrates, which possessed tooth-like skin structures, similar to modern chondrichtyans. The latter possess placodes associated

with dermal condensations (see Sire et al. and Caton & Tucker, this volume), as described during tooth morphogenesis ( ).Thesleff, 2003 

Moreover, a similar system is utilized in the formation of dermal scales of living actinopterygiens ( ). A failure ofSire and Akimenko, 2004 

dermal scale formation is apparent in teleost fish Medaka, which displays a mutation of the ectodysplasin receptor (EdaR) in its epidermis

( ). This system, which was present in the first synapsids as well as in the first sauropsids, both of which developed teeth,Kondo et al. 2001 

was consequently re-utilized for the skin, both in mammalian and avian lineages.

Experiments which lead to modification of the beta-catenin pathway or of its downstream pathways, like BMP or Shh, can easily turn

avian scuta into perfect feather differentiation (Noramly & Morgan, 1996; ; ; Prin & Dhouailly 2004 Widelitz et al. 2000 Zou &

). Likewise, using the same molecular regulators as those for avian skin, i.e. inhibition of BMP or activation ofNiswander, 1996 

beta-catenin, can lead to the formation of hair follicles instead of sweat glands ( ; ) or of mammaryPlikus et al. 2004 N hri et al. 2008 ä
gland nipple ( ) in mammals. Reversely, when beta-catenin signaling is down regulated, hair follicles are converted toMayer et al. 2008 

sebaceous glands ( ), and when it is inhibited, corneal epithelium forms ( ). Thus, inNiemann et al. 2003 Mukopadwhyay et al. 2006 

mammals, as previously suggested for birds ( ), the activation level of the beta-catenin pathway correlates to theWidelitz et al. 2000 

regional type of integument differentiation: absent (corneal epithelium or interfollicular epidermis), low (avian scuta or mammalian gland),

high (feather or hair). A special regulation event happens for the plantar face of the feet in both classes ( ; Logan et al. 1997 Loomis et al.

; ): the Wnt pathway should be at a high level in the dermis, but the expression intervenes downstream in the1996 Prin et al. 2004 En-1 

epidermis, by inhibiting several genes, such as and , which are involved in the outgrowth of hair and feather.Shh Wnt7a 

Thus, by manipulating chick or mouse embryos I this manner, parallel effects have been obtained. The different appendages within

one class, such as reticula, scuta or feathers in birds, and foot pads, glands or hairs in mammals can be considered as variations of a

common theme, by negatively regulating the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway. Another argument is in agreement with this hypothesis, according

to which feathers might be the primitive cutaneous appendage for birds, and hairs for mammals: the neutral extra-embryonic ectoderm is

genetically programmed toward feather and hair morphogenesis, a morphogenesis that can be achieved by the autonomous transformation

of the amnion somatopleure into a dense dermis ( and ). Under the general rule of ontogeny repeating phylogeny,Fliniaux et al. 2004,a b 

what can be hypothesized for the evolution of the cutaneous appendages of amniotes from these developmental biology results? In the two

following sections I will propose my detailed point of view concerning the scenario of feather, avian scales, hair and mammary glands

origins, which is summarized in .Figure 7 

Feather and avian scales phylogeny
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The feather shows a multiple branched architecture, and is the most complicated cutaneous appendage ever formed during amniotes

skin evolution. Although the external shape of a feather bud, as that of the avian scuta might show some superficial convergence with a

reptilian scale, their morphogenesis is totally different. Unlike with birds, the skin morphogenesis of the lepidosaurs does not involve a

placode/dermal condensation system, and probably lacks a corresponding level of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathways.

A few samples of the skin of dinosaurs, that have been fossilized, consist of granulated scales, not of overlapping scales (Gohlich &

). In my point of view it is not necessary to have overlapping scales to form feathers. More probably, feathers might haveChiappe, 2006 

evolved from the tuberculate scales of the first archosaurs, which might have been made of beta-keratins, and even more precisely of

feather-type beta-keratins. Recent results ( ) strongly suggest that feather beta-keratins originated deep in archosaursValle et al. 2008 

evolution, before the split between birds and crocodiles.

In crocodiles, the non-overlapping beta-keratinized scales ( ) form long before the osteoderms start to initiateAlibardi & Sawyer, 2002 

in the dermis (see Vickaryous & Sire, this volume). Thus, the dermal condensations associated to the formation of epidermal tuberculate

structures might have only developed in the lineage of theropod dinosaurs. Such hypothetic dermal condensations might have re-utilized

the Wnt/beta-catenin system, which was first present in teeth, in skin formation, leading to the formation of long tubular outgrowths,

something similar to the long bristles of the tail of ( ). The discovery of many intermediate forms ofPsittacosaurus Mayr et al. 2002 

feather-like appendages in the northern part of China, brought many new insights in the evolution of feathers (reviewed in Chuong et al.

, , ; ). There are many Mesozoic theropods and even2000 Chuong & Homberger, 2003 Wu et al. 2004 Sawyer & Knapp, 2003 

non-theropod dinosaurs that have elongated appendages, which are formed by clumps of elongated fibers, branching structures, or

branching structures with a rachis and barbules, like downy feathers ( ; ; ; , Chiappe, 1995 Chen et al. 1998 Brush, 2000 Xu et al. 1999 

). Finally evolved different types of feathers like remiges and rectrices, which have been accepted as vaned feathers (2001 Caudipteryx 

; ). However, the alleged primitive protofeathers formed of filamentous structures might, at least in some cases,Brush, 2000 Prum, 2005 

have been misinterpreted, and correspond in fact to degraded collagen fibers, as in the early theropod dinosaur (Sinosauropteryx 

). Nevertheless, the feather program might have been elaborated relatively rapidly during the course ofLingham-Sauliar et al. 2007 

evolution, first by an increase of the Wnt/beta-catenin, then by the successive utilization of the same BMP2/Shh module for the building of

the different components of the modern feather ( ; ). Evolutionary changes in the activation level ofHarris et al. 2002 Chuong et al. 2003 

beta-catenin by the dermis ( ), as well as the inhibition of competence in the plantar epidermis by (Widelitz et al. 2000 En-1 Prin et al. 2004

), may be the underlying reasons for the differences in cutaneous appendages morphology in birds. Finally, I propose that avian scales,

scuta and reticula, have secondarily evolved from feathers, as already suggested as early as 1889 by Davies (cited in Lucas & Stettenheim,

). First birds might have been entirely covered by feathers, except the plantar face of their feet, of which the feather formation1972 

program is blocked at its initiation step by genetic limb regulation. The innovation of plantar reticula might be contemporary with that of

the first sketch of proto-feathers. Although the external shape of avian reticula presents some resemblance with the hypothetic granulated

integument of first archosaurs, they are made only of alpha-keratins, thus they are not directly related. Likewise, the feather-scuta

metaplasia never occurs naturally or by experiments, and the beta-keratins of avian scuta appearing derived from feather beta-keratins (

), are two main reasons to suggest that scuta (and scutella) might have appeared lately, and in some bird lineagesDella Valle et al. 2008 

only. Mutations, by negatively regulating the local amount of beta-catenin might have given rise to regional skin variations, depending on

bird lineages: avian overlapping scales, like in chick feet, or glabrous skin, as on the neck of vultures.

Hair and mammary gland phylogeny

In living mammals, the main morphological difference between gland and hair embryonic morphogenesis is that only the hair bud is

associated to a true dermal condensation, and linked to an increase in the presence of the beta-catenin pathway. The synapsid lineage,

which separated from the amniote taxa in the Pensylvanian about 310 million years ago, might have evolved a glandular rather than a

scaled integument, with a thin alpha-keratinized layer, adorned with alpha-keratinized bumps. Those bumps might have even presented

some cysteine-rich alpha-keratins, precursors of the hair-type keratins. In addition, the first synapsids might have developed both a lipid

barrier outside the epidermis, similar to current amphibians living in xeric habitats, and some lipid complex with the alpha-keratins of the

stratum corneum as in current mammals ( ), as a mean to strengthen the barrier to water loss of the integument. DuringLillywhite, 2006 

approximately 100 million years, the characters inherited from the synapsid ancestor evolved to the mammaliaform node. The

mammaliaform then evolved until the divergence of the first mammalian lineage, the monotremes, followed by the marsupials and the

eutherians. The living representatives of these lineages possess a high diversity of cutaneous glands: sebaceous, sweat and mammary

glands, which are most commonly associated to hair follicles. For example, in monotremes, even the mammary glands are associated to

hair follicles, an association which is transiently retained in marsupial embryos ( ), but lost in eutherian. In the later, theLong, 1969 

mammary glands are not only isolated from hairs, but even the nipple prevents hair from forming around it by the means of the BMP

pathway ( ). During evolution, this pathway might have been progressively coopted to suppress hair follicle formation inMayer et al. 2008 

the nipple vicinity first in marsupials, and then more efficiently in eutherians.
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Recently, it was postulated ( ) that the increased amount of the beta-catenin might have lead to the protrusion of longWu et al. 2004 

hair filaments from reptilian scales. However, based: 1-on the metaplasia-gland-hair, which depends on the level of beta-catenin, and 2- on

the fact that synapsid, which gave rise to mammals, evolved independently from the sauropsids, I propose that mammalian hairs might

have evolved through an increase of beta-catenin from the cutaneous glands of early synapsids, forming pilo-glandular units, in which a

large gland was associated to a small horny structure. The subsequent association of this horny structure with a dermal papilla might have

lead to its outgrowth. A recent complementary hypothesis, based on dermatological observations of the current pilo-sebaceous units (Stenn

), proposed that hairs evolved from sebaceous glands, with the hair shaft serving as a wick to draw the product of the gland toet al. 2007 

the skin surface, strengthening the barrier against water loss. In reverse, the mammary gland apparently derives from an ancestral sweat or

sebaceous gland that was associated with hair follicles, an association which is retained in living monotremes, and transiently in living

marsupials. The original function of the mammary gland precursor may not have been feeding the young, but serving as a means to

provide moisture to the eggs ( ). With the mammaliaform node, tooth replacement was diphyodont; suggesting theOftedal, 2002 

occurrence of lactation. However, a complete insulator covering of hair may not have existed until the appearance of earliest true mammals

( ). The discovery in the Liaoning Province of China, of a Jurassic mammal  with a halo of furRowe, 1992 “Castorcauda lustrasimili ”
around the skeleton ( ), shows that by that period a complete pelage was formed. The authors found not only imprints ofQiang et al. 2006 

guard hairs and short dense under-fur, but even a scaly tail , more exactly epidermal folds interspersed with hairs, like in the tail“ ”
integument of some living mammals. The skin of common day mammals shows pilo-sebaceous units, or pilo-sebaceous-sweat gland units.

In eutherians, the mammary gland became secondarily independent of hair. Some terrestrial species, like mice, evolved footpads, which

are deprived of hairs, but associated with isolated sweat glands. Furthermore, entirely aquatic mammalian species, like dolphin, lost their

hairs. Finally, concerning the evolution of synapsids integument, I suggest that no intermediate forms have ever been found for two simple

reasons: glands do not fossilized, and hair has a simple architecture, forming just a long protruding shaft, in contrast with the complex

evolved feather.

Conclusion

The evolution of amniote skin is based on two different events with two separate domains: the re-utilization of the placodal/dermal

condensation system, and the innovation, only in sauropsids, of beta-keratins. Finally, the independent co-evolution of the successful

Wnt/beta-catenin pathway gave rise to protruding keratinized filaments, both in mammals and in the last surviving dinosaurs, the birds

Consequently, I propose the following scenario for skin evolution ( ). The ability to form epidermal glands and a first thinFig. 7 

protecting layer against desiccation, adorned with alpha-keratinized bumps might have appeared with the early terrestrial tetrapods, a

condition that has probably been conserved in some living amphibians, as illustrated in toads, for instance. The basal amniotes were

probably presenting such an epidermal structure, comprised of both glands and alpha-keratinized bumps. After the synapsid/sauropsid

divergence in the Pensylvanian, a glandular integument was positively selected in synapsids, while the sauropsids might have almost

entirely lost this glandular ability. The hairs might have developed secondarily as an element of the glandular units, by the means of an

increase of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathways, and the formation of a dermal papilla. The latter sustained a long outgrowth of the hair shaft.

Those hard keratinized structures might have diversified cysteine-rich proteins, which were probably already present in the common

ancestor of synapsids and sauropsids. In reverse, the individualization of the sauropsid lineage was characterized by the formation of a

totally new type of keratin, the beta-keratins. Although the relationships of turtles are still controversial, they probably diverged from the

other sauropsids after the innovation of beta-keratins. In the lepidosaurs lineage, symmetrical scales probably appeared before the

asymmetrical overlapping scales. The first archosaurs might have developed symmetrical tuberculate beta-keratinized scales, then, in

theropod dinosaurs, the increase of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway and the formation of dermal condensations, favored long proto-feather to

develop, followed by the formation of branched structures, a rachis, barbules, and finally an asymmetry developed in the vane, like in

modern feathers. Thus, hairs and feathers evolved independently, but in parallel. Although the ectoderm cells of living endothermic

amniotes, birds and mammals, are primarily programmed to produce pilo-sebaceous units and feathers, some restrictive regulations of

these programs lead to the formation of isolated glands in mammals, and of avian scales. The overlapping avian scuta and scutella which

cover the tarsometatarsi and dorsal digits of the feet in some bird lineages thus appear to be secondarily derived from feathers. Finally, the

reticulate scales, which cover the plantar surface of all living birds, cannot be the remnants of the ancestral granulated beta-keratinized skin

of first sauropsids, and correspond to a secondary almost entirely inhibition of feather formation.
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Fig. 1
The formation and regionalization of the dense dermis
(A A ) In the chick Ottawa naked mutant (OT/OT), a dorsal view at E10 shows that most part of the skin stays glabrous (A); a transversal– ′
section at E7 shows that most part of the mesenchyme remains loose over the neural tube (A ) Compare with the formation of feather′
primordia and of a dense dermis formation in a wild type embryo (WT/WT) at the same stages (B, B ). ′ After .Olivera-Martinez I et al. 2004b 

Reproduced with permission of IJDB. (C) Production of an ectopic feathered skin in the chick amnion at E14, following the graft of aggregate

of Shh and Noggin producing cells under the ectoderm at E2 in the extra-embryonic area. After Fliniaux I et al.2004a. Reproduced with

permission of the company of biologists (D) Production of a skin with a pluristratified epidermis and three stage 3 hair pegs by a graft under

the kidney capsule of mouse amnion associated to a mixed clump of Noggin and Shh producing cells. After .Fliniaux et al. 2004b 

Reproduced with permission of Differentiation (E H) The chick scaleless mutant forms a skin that comprises a dense dermis, and that has–
potential regional characteristics which can be revealed by FGF2 treatment (tmt: tarsometatarsus; mva: midventral apterium). The white

arrowhead in (F) shows the FGF2 beads, and in (H) the midventral line. After . Reproduced with permission ofPrin &, Dhouailly D 2004 

IJDB. a: apterium, dd: dense dermis, ec: ectoderm; ep: epidermis; f: feather, fpr: feather primordia, g: glabrous, h: hair bud, me: mesenchyme,

r: reticula, s: scuta, u: umbilical chord. Bars: A C: 1mm, A , B : 400 m, D: 150 m, E H: 200 m– ′ ′ μ μ – μ
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Fig. 2
Four winged birds, today and yesterday
(A) The Peking Bantam chick epidermis expresses its feather program on the dorsal IV digit and tarsometatarsus of the foot. T l optileé é
feathers, which had appeared concomitantly with the wing remiges 7 days after hatching, display at three weeks a remex-type and not a simple

covert-type. After . Reproduced with permission of IJDB. Prin F & Dhouailly D 2004 (B) The well preserved remex-type feathers at the distal

hindlimb position (on tarsometatarsus) of the four winged dinosaur , the most interesting discovery among the featheredMicroraptor gui 

dinosaurs. After . Reproduced with permission of the company of biologists Xu X, et al. 2003 Bars: A: 5mm, B: 5cm

Fig. 3
Scale-feather metaplasia
(A B ) Chick skin morphogenesis at 18 days and Shh expression at 12 days in control (A A ) and retinoic acid treated (B B ) embryos.– ′ – ′ – ′
Overlapping scutate scales in the control are replaced upon retinoic acid treatment at 10 and 11 days by feathered scuta. The expression of

Shh, which is at a low level at the distal tip of the scuta, is up regulated in two or three spots (arrowheads) of the scuta distal tip. After Prin F

. Reproduced with permission of IJDB. & Dhouailly D 2004 (C D) The over expression of beta-catenin results not only in the formation of–
supernumerary small buds in the feather fields (C), but also in scale-feather metaplasia (D). (C) After Noramly S et al.1999. Reproduced with

permission of the company of biologists (D) After Widelitz RB et al. 2000. Reproduced with permission of the company of biologists f:

feather, s: scuta Bars: A, B, A , B , D: 200 m, C: 250 m.′ ′ μ μ
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Fig. 4
Engrailed-1 and the inhibition of cutaneous appendages morphogenesis in the chick foot
(A) Skin differentiation at 18 days on dorsal side of the foot of a RCAS infected chick embryo. The overlapping scuta (compare withmEn-1 

the control, ) are replaced by glabrous skin together with convoluted (arrowhead) or rounded reticula. Fig. 3A (B, C) Heterotreated

recombinants morphogenesis shows that the RCAS- infection affects only the epidermis and does not change the dorsal tarsometatarsusEn-1 

properties of the dermis. (D F ) The usual expression of in the epidermis of the plantar region prevents the formation of beta-keratinized– ′ En-1 

( -ker) cutaneous appendages (D, D ), while the association of a plantar dermis with a tarsometatarsal epidermis leads to the formation ofβ ′
small scuta (E, E ) and that with a neutral epidermis from the midventral apterium leads to feather morphogenesis (F, F ). Note that the pattern′ ′
in all cases depends on plantar dermis. After . Reproduced with permission of IJDB. Prin F & Dhouailly D 2004 br: barb ridges, derm: dermis,

epid: epidermis, f: feather, g: glabrous, r: reticula, s: scuta. Bars: A: 400 m, B F : 150 m.μ – ′ μ
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Fig. 5
Gland-hair metaplasia in mouse plantar region and supernumerary hair follicles
(A, A ) The inhibition of the BMP pathway in K14- mouse leads to the formation of hair follicles (A ) instead of sweat glands (A) ′ Noggin ′
After Plikus M et al. 2004. Reprinted with permission from the American Society for Investigative Pathology (B D ) The sustained expression– ′
of beta-catenin leads not only to the formation of precocious and supplementary hair pelage (compare B and B , C and C ), but also to the′ ′
formation of hair buds on the plantar surface (compare D and D ). The arrows and arrowheads attract attention on normal and abnormal skin′
pattern. After N hri K et al. 2008. Reproduced with permission of the company of biologists ä swg: sweat gland, h: hair; Bars: A, A : 100 m,′ μ
B, B : 2mm, C, C : 200 m, D, D : 4mm.′ ′ μ ′
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Fig. 6
Corneal epithelium-hair metaplasia
(A E) After a few days of recombination of a corneal rabbit adult corneal epithelium with a mouse embryonic dorsal dermis (A), keratin 12–
(K12) expression is down regulated in the basal layer, whereas that of beta-catenin ( cat) is up regulated (B). After one week, the beta-cateninβ
expressing cells form hair plugs (C). The hair that differentiates originates from the rabbit cells, as shown by the label of mouse genomic

DNA (D). After two weeks, islands of epidermal keratin 10 (K10) expressing cells appear at the junction of hair follicles and what remains of

corneal epithelium (E). After Pearton DJ et al. 2005. Reproduced with permission of the company of biologists (F G ) The corneal phenotype– ′

of Dkk2 mutant mice is opaque. An epidermis with a few hairs had formed (G, G ) instead of the transparent cornea (F, F ) After/  − − ′ ′
Mukhopadhyay M et al. 2006. Reproduced with permission of the company of biologists bl: basal layer, dc: dermal condensation, h: hair, hp:

hair peg. Bars: A E: 100 m, F G: 1 mm, F , G : 50 m.– μ – ′ ′ μ
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Fig. 7
Evolution of amniote cutaneous appendages: a new hypothesis
(The interconnection of the chelonian branch of sauropsids being controversial, their skin evolution is not proposed here). The integument of

basal amniotes might have presented both a glandular (green color) and an alpha-keratinized (black color) structure. After the

synapsid/sauropsid divergence in the Pensylvanian, a glandular integument was positively selected in synapsids, which evolved both

pilosebaceous units and independent glands, while the sauropsids might have almost entirely lost the glandular ability. Two innovations

occurred: 1-beta-keratin (red color) formation for the sauropsid branch; 2-a system involving a dermal condensation (blue color), together

with an up regulation of the epidermal beta-catenin. The latter innovation might had happened independently twice during skin evolution, in

synapsids and in archosaurs. This system allowed the long outgrowth of both the hair shaft and the feather barbs. In crocodilian lineage, the

dermal condensation appears after scale morphogenesis, and is diverted to osteoderm formation. The overlapping scales of the squamates, as

well as the avian feather and the crocodilian scutes, might have independently evolved from a primitive granulated integument of first

sauropsids. Avian scales, reticula and scuta, made respectively of alpha- and beta-keratins are secondarily derived from feathers (see

arguments in text).


